SINGALONG MEDLEY 2.  Ukulele arrangement WUS

INTRO:  4 beats per chord

C. C. A7. A7
Dm. G7. C. G7

WHEN YOU’RE SMILING

C. Cmaj7
When you’re smiling.   When you’re smiling
A7. Dm
The whole world smiles with you

Dm. F
When you’re laughing.   When you’re laughing
G7. C
The sun comes shining through

C7. F
But when you’re crying.   You bring on the rain
D7. G7
So stop you’re sighing.   Be happy again
C. A7
Keep on smiling.   ‘Cause when you’re smiling
Dm. G7. C. G7
The whole world smiles with you

AIN’T SHE SWEET?

Ain’t. she. sweet?   See her walking down the street
And I ask you very confidentially.   Ain’t she sweet?
Am7. Gdim. G7
Ain’t she nice?
Am7. Gdim. G7
Look her over once or twice
C. E7. A7
And I ask you very confidentially
D7. G7. C
Ain’t she nice?
F.                  C.                               F.                          C.         G7
Just cast an eye in her di-rection       Oh me oh my  ain’t that per-fection?
I                 re     -     peat             Don’t  you  think  she’s  kind  of  neat?
And I ask you very  confidentially.              Ain’t.        She sweet?

ON THE SUNNY SIDE OF THE STREET

C.                          E7.                                     F .                  G7
Grab your coat and get your hat.              Leave you’re worry on the doorstep
Just direct your feet.             To the sunny side of the street
C.                  E7.                                 F.              G7
Can’t you hear a pitter  pat.         And that happy tune is your step
Life can be so sweet.                   On the sunny side of the street
C7.                                              F
I used to walk in the shade.        With my blues on parade
D7.                                       G7[hold]
Now I’m not afraid.               This Rover has crossed over
C.                  E7.                          F.              G7
If I never have a cent.             I’ll be rich as Rocke - feller
Gold dust at my feet.                 On the sunny side of the street

REPEAT:  WHEN YOU’RE SMILING

C.                                 Cmaj7.            A7.                                 Dm
When your smiling.      When your smiling.   The whole world smiles with you
Dm.                             F .                       G7.                         C
When you’re laughing.      When you’re laughing.    The sun comes shining through
C7.                                    F
But when you’re crying.       You bring on the rain
D7.                                     G7
So stop you’re sighing.      Be happy again
C.                                                A7
Keep on smiling.       ‘Cause when you’re smiling
Dm.              G7.                        Dm.             G7
The whole world smiles.       The whole world smiles
Dm.                               G7.            C.           C [hold]
The whole world smiles with you -ou- ou